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Abstract 
 

This paper is an account of observations of traditional-
vernacular houses in Kerala using the frameworks of Typo-
Morphology and vernacular architecture. The observation yielded five 
general types of residential buildings with regard to structural, spatial 
arrangements and their nature of development. Rectangular hall with 
veranda or porch turns out to be the basic form for the more 
elaborated design.  The observations also yield a glimpse of the living 
culture and the characteristic feature of the vernacular and 
traditional architecture of Kerala which share the characteristics with 
Southeast Asian Architecture. This study confirms the existence of an 
uninterrupted continuity between the architecture of South India and 

the Southeast Asia.  
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Introduction 
 

This article is written based on a chronicle of observations of traditional vernacular 
houses in Kerala region during 2004. The data collection includes observations and photographic 
documentation of more than 52 traditional-vernacular houses in the Kerala State, South India. 
The location of samples are in the districts of Shoranur, Pattambi, Pallipuram, Perumbavur, 
Mulanthuruti and Piravom,  where the houses mostly belong to the Brahmin family;  Aranmula, 
Chenganur, Tiruvalla, Tripunitura, Kanyakumari and Trivandrum where the houses that mostly 
belong to the Nayar people and the royal family of the Travancore; the urban houses in 
Pallakad, Ernakulam-Cochin and Trivandrum; the Christian Syrian houses in Kottayam, the 
Muslim houses in Calicut,  Mallapuram and Parapanangadi; and the tribal area in mountain 
ranges of Attapadi. Along with them, some random documentation of ordinary houses of the 
commoners was also collected in all of the places to explore how deep the dwelling tradition 
was rooted.  A number of experts and builders were interviewed. Moreover, some updated 
information and illustrations from later documentations made during 2008-2011 have also been 
utilized to develop the paper.  

 
The objective of the study is to find patterns and sources of settlement, buildings, living 

cultures and local indigenous knowledge. The analysis used is Typo-Morphology (Argan 1965, 
Moneo 1978). The Typo-Morphology mapping is conducted to identify categories of types with 
their physical characteristics and the nature of the designs. Using the understanding of 
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vernacular architecture (Rappoport, 1969, Papanek 1995), the categorization of types are 
assessed with aspects such as culture, social aspects and geography to interpret from it possible 
factors that espouse the conceptualization of forms, spaces and the living culture.     

 
The motive of the study is to observe the types of Indian architecture which share 

characteristics with the Southeast Asian Architecture.  However this observation is not meant to 
develop a rigorous comparative study or to argue about origin of the shared designs. Instead, it 
highlights the characteristics of the Kerala architecture that coincides with the architecture in 
Southeast Asia.  
 

People and Culture of Kerala   
 

Kerala is a state in South India popularly known as Malabar. The people of Kerala are 
called Malayali and they speak a local language, Malayalam. The environment of Kerala shares 
characteristics with the mainland of Southeast Asia and the Pacific archipelago, such as tropical 
climate, an average temperature of 250C -280 C and frequent rainfall. Other than paddy-
farming, the traditional economic orientation of the Malayali had been overseas trade, 
particularly with the Middle East and Southeast Asian counterparts.  
 

The indigenous land of Kerala constitutes a span of fertile midland between the 
mountains and the sea which is blessed with high rainfall and rich biodiversity conducive to a 
wet agriculture living culture. The nature of midland economy favors the emergence of isolated 
communities, each limited to a minor watershed defined by the buttresses of the ghats and 
small rivers. Paddy cultivation was largely undertaken alongside the riverbanks. Here, units of 
culture that depend on rivers were developed and constituted the agricultural communities. 
This is the reason why Kerala midland settlements do not reflect a strong urban culture akin to 
the typical concentric geometrical spatial arrangements and line house-street formation as 
prescribed in mainstream vaastushastra1 but scattered individual houses or mansion 
compounds standing upon a breadth of paddy landscape or what Ashalatha Thampuran (2001) 
described as villages with a “gardenlike landscape”- ekakudumbaka-gramam (Sanskrit).  
 

The formulations of settlements in Kerala were an evolution of clan-habitations2. The 
structure was unlike classical composition of any Indian village which was based on caste 
groupings, but by natural enclaves inhabited by one or more communities and later professional 
distinctions formed in each enclave (Kerala Khrisna Iyer, 1968). People in Malabar are 
institutionalized in a corporate body of a unilineal descent group, which is called veedu or 
taravad. Each social unit of joint-family, turned into a principality that resulted in a feudal 
organization. The head of taravad or veedu is called karanavar and they are usually selected 
from the eldest male member of the joint-family. They are in charge of the management of the 
clan and their enterprise. Economically, each taravad represents one corporate-kin body of an 
agriculture estate where land-tenure was the basic management of natural source. It makes the 
organization of taravad the unit of indigenous living culture of Kerala. 

 
The main indigenous people of Kerala are the Nayar and they are characterized by the 

practice of matrilineal descent rule (Marrumakattayam), cross-cousin marriage and uxirilocal or 
duo-local residence system after marriage. In the Nayar society, the ownership of landed 

                                                           
1
 vaastushastra is text of the codified knowledge about building and dwelling of India that rooted on Vedic 

philosophy 
2
 Genevieve Lamencier (1978,1981)  and G Arunima (1978) articles provide the transformative logic of 

villages organizations. 
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property is in the mother or female lineages. The karanavar is traditionally selected from the 
eldest males in the family or the mother’s brother or manager. The uxirilocal marriage system 
that follows the matrilineal kinship, among the Nayar constitute groom and bride still belong to 
each of their taravad even after marriage. Generally, the groom moves to the bride’s taravad.  
The indigenous Muslim-Nayar in Kerala is called the Mappilla. Indeed they also practiced 
matrilineal descent kinship and depended on paddy farming enterprises and trade. Their house 
compound has many things in common with the Nayar, except that the spatial arrangement is 
less connected to the regional vaastu prescription. The Nayar, both Muslim and Hindu, call their 
house compound and ancestral house as taravad.  

 
Another important community of Kerala is the Brahmin community which is identified 

as the Nambuthiri. They constitute society practicing patrilineal descent rule (Makattayam). The 
karanavar in Brahmin joint family is the eldest male members from the father’s line. They are 
not purely indigenous but they are a powerful community as traditionally they were major 
landowners. They yield distinct design of house compounds reflecting Vedic traits, mainstream 
Hindu culture, and Sanskrit texts, including the observance to regional vaastushastra for their 
residential design. Instead of taravad, they called their house compound as Mana or Illam. 

 
The joint-family system consequently promotes the tradition of living in a large shelter 

or a mansion and a house compound which is also called a taravad by the Nayar, manna by the 
Brahmin or veedu by the rest of the community. A house compound consisted of at least an 
ancestral house. It can take the structure of a single building or a courtyard building (nalukettu) 
and one or more single rectangular houses as additional buildings, called pattayapura and 
cowshed (tozhuttu). Traditionally pattayapura was a functional building for storing grain. 
Factually pattayapura serves many purposes, i.e. as residential building for the expanded 
members of family and house. For the matrilineal society, the pattayapura housed gentlemen of 
the taravad and kept granary and treasury. In larger compounds belonging to wealthier families, 
a house compound could contain: a gatehouse (paddypura), a special granary house (nellara), 
an education shed (kalari), a bathing shed for religious purposes, particularly in Brahmin 
compound (kullapura), a family temple, a pond (kullam), and a family temple with a Naga 
worship (kavu). See Fig. 2. 

 
Other than the mainstream Nayar and Nambuthiri communities, there are many more 

minor indigenous communities, mostly constituting small agriculturist and patrilineal societies. 
Some of this category of societies constituted elites for limited scopes of communities in 
particular places. Historically their existence has been associated with the mainstream of Nayar 
and Nambuthiris, either in terms of partnership or subordination. The other Category 
constituted the subsistent aborigine living in the mountain ranges and coastal area. 
 
             The mountain ranges are home to the earliest people who were either indigenous 
inhabitants or settlers who moved there to escape the incursion of later immigrants. The 
structural arrangements of communal institutions are not hierarchically governed by royalty or 
priest, but organized by members of representative councils consisting of a prime chieftain 
(Oorumoopan). Instead of a formal temple, the valiyaveedu (Community hall) was once an 
important institutional building that hosted the communal assembly. 
  
               Meanwhile the coastal life shows a different pattern.  They constituted clusters of 
multi-ethnic societies comprising clusters independent migrant societies mainly traders living in 
quarters and indigenous fishermen family clusters that lived very close to the coastline. They 
sprang in old major trading ports such as Muziris (present Kodungalur), Cranganore, Calicut, 
Cochin and Kollam. 
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Residential Buildings - Veedu 

There are three different characteristics of meanings for the local term ‘residential 
architecture’ that could overlap with one another, i.e.:  functional, cultural and structural. Veedu 
literally means a house. The term is Dravidian and it is used in South India and northern part of 
Sri Lanka. In Kerala, it is widely applied regardless of community’s social ranking or residential 
types. It is a functional term and does not have structural or social implications. Some confusion 
may appear because of day-to-day conversations using the terms of veedu which could also be 
used to call house compound and a joint-family unit.  
 

Culturally, different groups of people in Kerala use different terms for veedu.  Ancestral 
house and house compound is called taravad by the Nayars, manna by the Brahmins and 
kottaram by the royal family. The ordinary sub-communities also have specific terms. The house 
of Pariah is called cheri, while Cheraman (the earlier agrestic slave) lives in a chala. The artisans 
inhabit a house called kudi; temple servants reside in a variyam or pisharam or pumatham. 
However in day-to-day conversations they still call their residential buildings, a veedu. 

 
Structurally, most veedus demonstrate the typical structure of a single hall. Thampuran 

(2001) defined it as ekasala (eka : one; sala : hall). Ekasala is a Sanskrit term for a hall with shape 
like a stick (Thampuran, 2001: 61) or a single hall which is structurally flanked by a single annular 
main beam (uttaram). The term refers to the regional vaastushastra.  In Malayalam language a 
veedu with a courtyard structure is called nalukettu  (nalu: four; kettu: hall). The structure of 
Nalukettu recalls the structure of encircling arrangement of four single-halls in Classical Indian 
architecture which is termed in Sanskrit as catusala. At times the family member calls their 
courtyard ancestral house as nalukettu instead of taravad, veedu or manna.  

 
Other than residential structure (veedu) the structure of ekasala could be applied and 

modified for various domestic functions in a house compound, such as: granary house (nellara), 
temple (kavu), bath-house (kullapura) and also gatehouse (paddypura). If the veedu is an annex 
within a house compound belonging to a larger family, it is called pattayapura. Nevertheless the 
discussion in this paper would focus on the spatial structure of residential buildings. 
 

Typology of Residential Structure  

According to structural and spatial arrangements, there are five general types of 
residential forms (veedu) in Kerala notably: 

 
1. Rectangular hall (I-Shape) type shelter, belonging to ordinary folk and some tribal 

people (adivasis). They don’t necessarily follow any formal treatise. 
2. Rectangular single-hall building (I-shape) type, with structural type of: ekasala; and 

ekasala with extension.  
3. Traditional courtyard house, nalukettu ; and their derivative types, e.g.: Great mansion 

of ettuketu (Malayalam terms for double nalukettu), patinjarukettu (Malayalam terms 
for double ettukettu). They are characterized by consistency in complying with the 
prescription of regional vaastushastra. 

4. Vernacular courtyard house:  kuttikettu (Malayalam term for ekasala with courtyard-like 
extension). They are practically veedu with small courtyard and their structure 
contained many exceptions from the regional vaastushastra; Nalukettu with small 
courtyard and the Muslim’s Veedu.  

5. Popular urban house abundantly found in the cities and villages. 
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The five general types and their variants could be related to one another with regard to 
sequential establishment from rectangular hut, rectangular house, and rectangular house with 
extension, courtyard house and multi-courtyard house.  

 

Rectangular Hall (I-Shape) Type Shelter  

Structurally, the rectangular (I-shape) building type house appears as the mostly found 
type from the survey. This type could be modified into a more complex structure by repetition, 
extension, expansion and structural addition or furnished with more permanent material. It 
suggests that I-shape single-hall house is the convivial structure and construction. Wattle and 
daub construction in primitive shelter of the tribal people is comparable with grilled-façade of 
the more advanced buildings. The difference is only the construction. 

 
The common basic structure of residential structure in a more established area could be 

related to this hut. It appears in a structure of individual small hall shelter, flanked with 
horizontal annular beams, standing on a raised floor, compartmented into inner and front 
spaces (Fig.3 and Fig.4), and occasionally is completed with a porch and a sitting platform. 
Usually each compartmented room of the hall is of small size; rectangular space, as minimum as 
3m x 2m and 2m wide veranda. This type demonstrates the significance of spatial openness, 
modifiable for various functions. 

 

 

Fig 3. Basic Core-Veranda Structure of Ekasala 
(Source: Widiastuti, 2004) 

 

Fig 4. A Veedu at Chengganur 
Source: Widiastuti, 2004 

4.2 Rectangular Single-Hall Building Ekasala with Ara  

The agriculture living culture advanced the rectangular hall type by functioning a room (-
or kalavara) as grain storage, granary and treasury (ara). This spatial structure could functionally 
be a dwelling space with storage or pattayapura. If all rooms are functioned as grain storage, it 
would become a grain house (nellara).  
 

In many cases an ara has both front door, facing the interior, for domestic use and 
rituals, and back doors, to circulate the grain in and out. Beneath ara, there is a semi-basement 
storage room called nilavara.  Nilavara is practically a hollow pedestal (adistana) underneath 
ara that functions as storage. The hall is structurally extendable backward and forward by 
applying extended horizontal beam-works called alindam to create veranda or porch 
(tazhavaram- Malayalam).   
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Fig 5. Schematic Beam works of an Ekasala with Ara, 
not to scale  

Source: Widiastuti, 2011 

 

Fig 6. A Veedu with an extended kitchen,  
not to scale 

Source: Widiastuti, 2004 

As a whole, the set explained above yields the most refined type of a single hall 
structure (ekasala) that constitutes a basic configuration of residential building (veedu). It 
consist of a veranda (tazhavaram) and an inner core, comprising segmented spaces for granary 
(ara) and various supporting function rooms (mooris or kalavaras) for living including cooking  
and underneath storage or nilavara. Other than ara, kitchen (aduppu) is also considered to be 
auspicious and therefore is situated in northern side of the compound or ideally north-east 
corner. It could also be constructed separately adjacent to main house, as annex linked by an 
open gallery. See Fig.5 and Fig.6. The hall configuration of kalavara-ara-kalavara would be 
placed in south-north orientation with door or ara facing east direction. This is an indigenous set 
that does not follow the universal vaastushastra, where the north-east corner is supposed to be 
assigned for Hindu sacred functions like family shrines. Nevertheless it was still designated for 
the most auspicious aspects, which happened to be feminine functions of kitchen.   

 
4.3 Traditional Courtyard House  

Courtyard house or catusala has been known as the most representative typology of 
houses in India. The local catusala in Kerala is called nalukettu (nalu=four; kettu=hall- 
Malayalam). It stands for house with four (encircling) halls. The four halls are called according to 
the direction the outer façade face, I.e.: vadakkini (northern quarter), western quarter 
(padinjatini), eastern quarter (kizhakekini) and southern quarter (thekkini). Nalukettu can also 
be multiplied to make double nalukettu (ettukettu) and fourfold nalukettu (patinyarukettu).  In 
courtyard house the ara stands in western quarter (padinjatini); or southern hall quarter 
(thekkini) with east-west orientation and north-facing facade. In the multiplied nalukettu- 
ettukettu (double) and patinjarukettu (quadruple) - the ara would still be located in either west 
or south direction. The design is formally prescribed in the regional vaastushastra. 

 
Structurally according to regional vaastushastra a nalukettu would be established by 

four rectangular halls (vidik sala), connected to one another by intermediary structures (dik sala 
and alindam). All halls are bracketed by annular wall (uttaram), on top of which the single 
encircling roof rest. See Fig.7 and Fig.8. The equal structural quality of the four halls is according 
to Thampuran (2001) the main prerequisite of a nalukettu. Proportional calculation of courtyard 
towards the plot according to the canonical principle will leave moderate size of courtyard, wide 
enough for functional activities like drying rice, planting sacred plant (tulasi tara), water cistern, 
garden, or children playground. What signifies this type of traditional courtyard is its consistency 
toward regional vaastushastra and mostly associates with Brahmanism tradition practiced by 
the Brahmin and the strong Hindu-Nayar families, which are mostly in northern and central 
Kerala.  
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Fig 7. Schematic Beam works of a Naluketu,  
Source: redraw from Thampuran (2001), by 

Widiastuti, 2004 

 

Fig 8. Melphazur Mana of Chinamaya 
Foundation, not to scale  
Source: Widiastuti, 2004 

 
4.4 Vernacular Courtyard House  

However many cases of the courtyard house do not strictly obey the canonical principle 
of Vaastu. Some local varieties of nalukettu appear. There is another variation of nalukettu 
structure that performs more or less open lay-out space around a small courtyard. See Fig. 9. 
The courtyard could be so small that it works better as water cistern. The domestic activities are 
not necessarily confined inside segmented rooms but mix together in an open layout spaces 
around the courtyard (nadumutham). Nalukettu of this type could be so small that it only 
requires single wall-plate (uttaram) to bind the whole structures on which one continuous 
encircling roof structure rest. The construction of nalukettus of this type is built entirely from 
wooden structure with fewer openings. This type is found mostly in southern Kerala. In 
Kanyakumari district there is structure of courtyard Nayar landlord house of this description and 
it is locally termed as arapura (Widiastuti, 2013). It appeared more as complete courtyard 
structure with centre vent.  The case of small courtyard house type in southern Kerala’s 
nalukettu is comparable to Muslim courtyard house in Mallapuram district northern Kerala. The 
space around the courtyard is vast.  A taravad for Muslim is more like an apartment for ladies 
and the children. Spacious halls are available to host their activities and domestic family feasts.   

 
There is another type of courtyard structure which does not fit the description of 

nalukettu with regards to the circular structure of space and roof’s structure. It is principally an 
extended ekasala whose additional extension simply leaves inner void (courtyard-like extension) 
called Kuttikettu (Thampuran 2001). This type is found particularly in Christian Syrian houses, in 
Kottayam, southern Kerala, where the courtyard appears more as technical consequences of 
creating an extension building linked by two parallel rooms or passageway, and consequently 
create void in between the main building and the extension. See Fig. 10. 
 

If in orthodox Hindu house ara and courtyard play significant role as ritual space - where 
sacred plant is planted; feasts, family gathering and rituals are centred - in Muslim’s taravad and 
Christian Syrian veedu the rituals space and religious feasts, are located in front space or 
veranda. It demonstrates the significance of veranda and front house as intermediary space 
between the private and public space. Therefore it was delicately furnished by multi-layers of 
spatial frontage (veranda, and seating platform), called kinanthara. Veranda is called 
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tazhavaram by most people of Kerala, nevertheless its importance is not as high as in the 
concept of kinanthara in the Nayar Muslim’s house.  

 

 

Fig 9. A Manna in Pallipuram, not to scale 
Source: Widiastuti, 2004 

 

Fig 10. Christian Syrian House, not to scale 
Source: Widiastuti, 2004 

4.5 Popular Urban Houses 

Commoner houses are day-to-day folk’s residences available everywhere in rural and 
urban areas. They appear as free-form single house design rooted in single rectangular hall (I-
shape) type. It is assumed that the local builders had been quiet familiar with the local 
construction and the regional vaastushastra that influenced the design of these houses.   
 

Out of the incalculable variations, there is a common typo-morphology that could be 
roughly concluded from the houses of the ordinary people all over Kerala. The residential 
structure is usually organized in 3x3 grid spaces or modular unit, The spatial configuration 
constitute a basic structure of three rows of rooms with a veranda or back passage. Fig. 11 
shows the possible modifications that can be derived from 9x9 grid bay-space structures, 
vertically and horizontally. Consequently the building could be at maximum divided into 9 bays. 
Each is designated to perform different functions. Additional annexes and further structural 
expansions are possible. Its popular and free-form spatial characteristic  give ways to numerous 
expressions, creativity and functional conversion such as shop-house, office and even school 
without losing its basic characteristic  inhered in high-pitch roof, hipped roof or roof with 
provision of gable (mukhapu), general symmetrical alignment, and rectangular mass. 

 
The alignment of fenestrations always demonstrates continuous imaginary lines from 

the front room to the rear room and from one end to another end on in each bay. This is said to 
reflect traditional rule of sutram, in which it  is believed that there is a sacred imaginary axis line 
criss-crossing the building mass perpendicularly which must not be disrupted by any 
constructions. These free-construction sections are usually designed as opening and therefore 
constitute free flowing openings from rear to front façade and from one end to another end of 
the building.  
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Fig 11. Types of Ekasala with Alindam functioned as Veranda  
(Source: Indah Widiastuti, 2004) 

 
6. Building knowledge and Builders 

 
Kerala architecture has regional shastric tradition (Lewis, 1993)3. Manusyalayacandrika 

is the regional codified canon of vaastu of Kerala. Its narrative structure is almost aligned with 
the universal vaastu cannon of South India, Mayamatam, except that it does not have a chapter 
of urban design and settlement. It also reflects distinct mandala scheme where the most 
auspicious spot, the north-east corner is the place for females or any aspects that relates to 
femininity and fertility, such as for kitchen and dwelling spaces for female.  

 
Nevertheless Manusyalayacandrika seems to be more familiar among scholarly-

builders. Brief observations suggest that it is not much known among the local ordinary artisans. 
They are more familiar with popular treatise called Tatchushastra.  Principally the content of 
Manusyalayacandrika and Tatchushastra is not much different except that the former has a 
strong content of Vedic value and Sanskrit language while the latter is more practical and 
communicated in local Malayalam language.  Nevertheless it bears the term –shastra, 
Tatchushastra and is not as well-codified as Manusyalayacandrika. It exists more as a common 
knowledge shared among the builders of Kerala (tatchan). Indeed many of the designs do not 
strictly follow the formal text of Manusyalayacandrika, such as the spatial arrangement of 
courtyard house in southern Kerala and of the non-Hindu communities.  Conclusively there are 
two kinds of shastric traditions of regional vaastushastra in Kerala which are those that follow 
purely formal Brahmanism tradition  and those that are popular and practiced to cater to the 
larger society. 

 
There are two major skills of construction practiced in Kerala, namely, laterite masonry 

and wood carpentry. Perhaps laterite construction and monolithic building are not deeply 
indigenous traditions, but contain mixtures of influences brought by Portuguese and British or 

                                                           
3
 Knowledge codification tradition that roots on Vedic ritual paradigm and Sanskrit language  (Vatsyayan, in0 Lowel, 

1990 and Lowell 1993) 
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by the people beyond the northern borders of Kerala (southern Karnataka). Toward the 
southern are, the roof designs show steeper and more variations of bent ridges and provision of 
gabbles (mukhappu) (Fig. 12).  Toward the northern region, the dominant roof design is hipped 
roof (Fig.13).  

  

  

Fig 12. Nalukettu in Harripad 
Source: Widiastuti, 2008 

Fig 13. Nalukettu in Pallipuram 
Source: Widiastuti, 2004 

 

6. Typo-morphological Analysis of Houses 

Typo-morphological mapping of Kerala houses suggest that a single-rectangular hall 
furnished with a veranda is the basic spatial unit for dwelling. The row of rooms with common 
space at the front is the basic spatial concept for interior. This hall structure is characterized by 
solid annular wall plate (uttaram) on which the roof structures rests. The veranda was originally 
the extended overhanging of eaves (alindam) that protected the building from rain and the 
sun’s glare that provided a sitting area attached to the house. This type constitutes a generic 
spatial-structure of houses in Kerala (veedu), which is called ekasala. 

 
In the agriculturist families, the row of rooms (kalavaras) constitutes a core with the 

middle room as ara. Other than ara, kitchen (aduppu) and well (kinar) is the most important 
room in the house and the nalukettu, comparable to the sacred courtyard. It could be located in 
one of the rooms or put in a separated hall attached to the main hall.  

 
The morphological development of the nalukettu from the basic ekasala suggests two 

different traditions in local courtyard house design. One main tradition follows the regional 
vaastushastra and reflects a strong Brahman culture, and the buildings are mostly found in 
northern and central Kerala where Brahmanism holds deep roots. It demonstrates the nalukettu 
as a four-fold ekasala, arranged in a concentric way leaving an inner yard towards which the 
four halls open. The four main independent halls of the nalukettu are connected to one another 
by intermediary structure in the four corners. Among the four quarters of the hall, the most 
important and most sacred quarter is that which contains the ara. This morphology constitutes a 
traditional courtyard. 

 
The other morphological development of the nalukettu does not necessarily suggest 

linear multiplication of the four halls. The courtyard is more a consequence of an extension of 
ekasala. Only the important quarters anywhere within the halls are walled, such as ara, kitchen 
and prayer’s room. The rest of the living activities were held on the open-layout space. This is 
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mostly found in southern Kerala and most of the non-Hindu community in Kerala, such as the 
Muslim’s and local Nayar’s families. The vernacular nalukettu suggests the decreasing 
significance of grandiose scale courtyard and increasing the importance of open lay-out living 
space.  

 
The humblest vernacular construction is made of weaved bamboo, thatched roof and 

wattle and daub construction. Originally, the Kerala’s roof structure was covered by thatch until 
it was banned on 1759 AD and altered toward the usage of Mangalore tiles by royal command. 
The oldest residential nalukettu (400-years old) found in Aranmula and arapura in Kanyakumari 
district show a nalukettu made fully of a timber structure and a wooden panelling system (nira), 
without wall fenestrations. Provision of mukhapu (gable board) on both end of ridges and small 
courtyard is another outlet for sunlight and ventilation. In the advanced buildings, as recent as 
80 – 150 years old, the buildings were of bigger scale and built from more massive materials 
such as laterite.  Massive building constructions and use of laterite are found more frequently 
towards the northern part of Kerala. 

  
The traditional roof construction of Kerala is found nowhere else in India except for 

some few commonalities in parts of north-east India. Response to tropical climate are reflected 
on the overwhelming scale of roof, the timber walled construction, hipped and gable roofs, 
mukhapu (gable), inclined-deep eaves, sun-shading, openness and airiness of permeable wall 
panelling set and the uses of latticed windows.  Discussions about mukhapu can be one of the 
most significant hints that correlate Kerala architecture with Southeast Asian house. The finial 
and gable comparable to mukhappu is abundantly utilized in Sumatera, Malaysia, Cambodia, 
and Thailand (Fig.14). Kerala’s architecture also highlights the Importance of granary design as 
an important feature in the residential buildings. The raised floor with hollow underneath space 
(nilavara), completed with a small ladder to get into the house hints that there is an urge to lift 
the structure off the ground.  

 

 

Fig. 14. Architectural Continuity of Kerala and Southeast Asian Architecture 
(Source: Widiastuti, 2004) 

 
Boundary between interior and exterior in tropical architecture is vaguely demarcated. 

Kinanthara and tazhavaram was a span of space in front of the house, generated by a projected 
structure for the extension or and roof’s overhangs. The role of this intermediary space signifies 
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cultural importance. It is often used for gathering and reception. The feature of this space can 
appear as: 1) steps or multi-tiered platform attached to the facades, occasionally furnished with 
seating bench (charupad)i and kinanthara (seating feature), 2) sometimes it formed a porch, or 
recessed entrance as a porch and make a shadowed space where people usually sit and chat; 3) 
open-lay-out living space surrounding veranda or gallery.   
 

Contact with foreigners through international trading activities presumably brought 
more vocabulary of decorative aesthetics. An elaborated roof, furnished by various types of 
mukhapu, was made possible in the large scale buildings. Most residential architecture in 
northern Kerala and Central regions were made of laterite. They adopted European aesthetics’ 
element such as Portuguese arch-windows, and Roman’s column. Furthermore, eclectic style 
had also evolved to follow up the simultaneous interaction through maritime contact with other 
parts of India, Mediterranean, China, Burma, and also Southeast Asia. Central Kerala mansions 
and northern Kerala mansions are known for their massiveness and indicate closer character to 
the mainstream of Indian courtyard mansion. The rigid constructions of the interior and exterior 
spaces imply a firm break of Kerala’s indigenous residential architecture with the traditional 
residential architecture that associates with the mainstream of Indian architecture.  

 
Conclusions   

The Typo-morphology analysis yielded five (5) types of residential structures; (veedu) 
according to spatial and structural configuration which is: the rectangular hut, the rectangular 
hall house, traditional courtyard house, vernacular courtyard house, and commoner houses. The 
residential type of rectangular single (I-shape) hall, with high-pitch roof and deep protruding 
eaves that constitute veranda or porch and outdoor living space is the common basic spatial 
structural element. Formation of courtyard house (catusala) is nevertheless emblematic to the 
mainstream of Indian courtyard architecture and its morphological development. The structural 
arrangements suggested two traditions. One is faithful toward formal regional vaastushastra, 
and the other one contains various local contents unfamiliar to the regional and even universal 
vaastushastra.  

 
Some Southeast Asian architecture is - like typology to the traditional Indian house 

compound- also familiar with house compound arrangement, consists of clusters of individual 
rectangular sheltered halls surrounding a centre court as found in Bali, Indonesia and Thailand. 
The difference is that the later architecture never acknowledges configuration of continuous 
concentric roof as Kerala does.  
 

The studies of vernacular architecture knowledge in Asia have been so far confined in its 
own territory. The result of this study on traditional-vernacular architecture of Kerala shows 
some typo-morphological characteristics that marked continuity of traditions between the 
Dravidian of South Indian and the Austronesian of the Southeast Asian architecture. Further 
studies of vernacular architecture of Kerala, South India and Southeast Asia would potentially 
lead to exploration of a common knowledge about ancient vernacular Asian architecture. 
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